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Southern Aluminum is the leader and innovator of linenless meeting, event, and banquet tables and
hospitality furniture. Unlike typical folding table manufacturers, Southern Aluminum provides a combination
of extraordinary customer service and durable lightweight tables which promise to increase your ROI.
After forty years of business, Southern Aluminum has grown exponentially and, might we add, still growing.
A continuing relationship with our customers keeps us motivated and is the reason we do what we do. Our
objective is to consistently and methodically exceed our customer’s expectations through high-quality design
and superlative customer service. Through our knowledge and experience, we provide our clients what they
really want.
Our passion is innovative, sustainable design that our customers have come to expect from us. Whether it’s
our signature Swirl® option, our revolutionary T2 Table™ or a customized project, we are constantly trying to
improve the linenless solutions we provide. That’s why most of our customers are repeat and referrals.
And this will always be what moves us forward.
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FEATURES

Towel Cabanas

MADE IN THE USA

The Linenless Table Company

QUICK ROI

WARRANTY

SUSTAINABILITY
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Successful Meetings
These beautifully crafted “two in one” tables boast the quality and style expected
of luxury meeting furniture. The lightweight foundation is designed to support up to
3000 lbs., but the surface tells a captivating story of luxury and grace. Its aluminum
top is cloaked in a scratch-resistant laminate that comes in many different colors
and textures to coordinate with your décor. Sturdy legs have a durable powder coated
finish, and the tabletop’s edge is protected by a resilient vinyl perimeter. Aside from
its elegant profile and strong bones, the table’s most notable features are its dropdown modesty panel and optional integrated power supply.
FEATURES
TWO TABLES IN ONE

HIDE-A-WAY POWER

Articulating modesty
panel for easy
transformation

Hidden power source for
personal electronics

HIGH IMPACT
TABLE EDGE

EASY MOBILITY

Diminishes the
appearance of
scratches

Specially designed
table cart to store and
move your tables

JW Marriott Marco Island - Marco Island, FL

DESIGN YOUR OWN TABLE
See T2 options on page 27

The Row Hotel at Assembly Row, Autograph Collection - Somerville, MA

Renaissance Chicago - Chicago, IL
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Sophisticated Touch
Meetings and conferences begin with the right table. Our iDesign Tables™ combine
the look of high-end residential furniture with the durability required to withstand the
daily use of the hotel industry. A resilient vinyl perimeter protects the table’s edge and
your choice of scratch-resistant laminate cloaks an unyielding aluminum tabletop. We
incorporate contoured comfort grips for ease of lifting and carrying, and steel hinges
provide extra stability for the table’s folding legs.
FEATURES
HIDE-A-WAY POWER

Hidden power source for
personal electronics

Westdrift Manhattan Beach, Autograph Collection - Manhattan Beach, CA

REMOVABLE MODESTY
PANEL

Utilizes simple hook
for quick setup

HIGH IMPACT
TABLE EDGE

EASY MOBILITY

Diminishes the
appearance of
scratches

Specially designed
table cart to store and
move your tables

DESIGN YOUR OWN TABLE
See iDesign options on page 27

Intercontinental San Diego - San Diego, CA

JW Marriott Houston by the Galleria - Houston, TX
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NEW

OVAL TABLES

Linenless Banquet Rounds

Our linenless iDesign Round Tables™ combine the look and feel of luxury furniture with the
necessary durability required to withstand the demanding nature of banquets and events. A
resilient vinyl perimeter protects the table’s edge and a scratch-resistant laminate surface
elegantly conceals an unyielding aluminum table top substructure. Designed to provide
maximum functionality while at the same time enhancing the aesthetics of your event space,
the Linenless iDesign Tables™ will also save you money while significantly increasing your ROI.
FEATURES

Embassy Suites St Augustine - St. Augustine, FL

HIGH IMPACT
TABLE EDGE

CONTEMPORARY
LEG STYLE

EASY MOBILITY

Diminishes the appearance
of scratches

Contemporary table legs
with quicker, quieter,
and easier hinge design

Specially designed
table cart to store and
move your tables

DESIGN YOUR OWN TABLE
See iDesign options on page 27

JW Marriott Las Vegas - Las Vegas, NV

Marriott Orlando Downtown - Orlando, FL
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Swirl

Swirl

[tables]

[tables]

Art of Linenless

Nothing transforms a room into a sophisticated meeting or banquet quite like
our elegant, hand-etched Swirl Tables®. The seamless swirl pattern creates
graceful depths of color that disguise the table’s stability and functionality.
Designed to support up to 3000 lbs., these vibrant beauties are available in
an array of sizes and shapes to perfectly complete your event space.
FEATURES

Cambria Hotel South Lake DFW - Southlake, TX

HANDCRAFTED ARTISTRY

SPANDEX SKIRTING

ELEVATE YOUR
PRESENTATION

EASY MOBILITY

Randomly swirled
pattern for linenless
appeal

Custom-made to
complement your
table

Detachable tiers allow
for added space

Casters available
for easy transport of
tables

DESIGN YOUR OWN TABLE
See Swirl options on page 28

NEW

Delta Baltimore Inner Harbor - Baltimore, MD

The Langham Boston - Boston, MA

OVAL TABLES
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Le Meridien Delfina Santa Monica - Santa Monica, CA

Finish With Finesse

Effortlessly transform the look of your event with our custom-made spandex
skirting. Available in an array of vibrant colors, the spandex wrap slips on
easily and sculpts to the shape of the table legs.

Elevate Your Presentations

Easily create dimension and add service space to your tablescape with
Southern Aluminum’s Buffet Risers. Universal shapes and interchangeable
heights encourage you to create dramatic arrangements that will raise your
food presentation to the highest level. Available in our dynamic swirl and
platinum finishes.

FEATURES
• Variety of sizes
• Easy application
• Array of color choices
• Available chair spandex

FEATURES

SEE ALL SPANDEX COLORS

• Variety of sizes

on page 28

• Height options of 3” & 5”

SEE ALL AVAILABLE COLORS

• Non-slip base
• Array of color choices

under Swirl Tables on page 28

9
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The Perfect Serving Station

Southern Aluminum’s mobile bar and back bar is the perfect solution to your
next banquet or event. The mobile bar offers a stainless steel worksurface, an
insulated ice well with drain, speed rails, glass racks & optimal storage space.
Our residential style back bar has plenty of presentation space, can be stored
in public areas, as it serves multiple uses. Both units come covered in a highpressure laminate that can be chosen to match your décor.

FEATURES

The Hotel Roanoke & Conference Center - Roanoke, VA

STAINLESS WORK
SURFACES

Serving area & work surface
made from stainless steel to
be more sanitary and easy
to clean

INTEGRATED ICE WELL

EASY MOBILITY

MODERN FLOATING
SHELVES

Integrated 17” x 14” x 11”
insulated ice well with
simple drainage system

Large casters on both
units help glide over any
flooring surface with ease

Modern floating shelves
for displays and storage
hold up to 50 lbs.

FOR COLOR OPTIONS
See MIX Mobile Bar options on page 27
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The Perfect Fit

Our Knockdown Pedestal™ Tables are perfectly designed for your guests to
gather around, and adjust from dining height to bar height. Their removable
tabletops and classic pedestal bases are easily disassembled for storage
when not in use. Available finishes include our hand-etched swirl or your
choice of scratch-resistant laminate.
FEATURES

AC Hotel by Marriott San Francisco Airport - San Francisco, CA

MULTIPLE OPTIONS

EASY AS 1, 2, 3...

EASY MOBILITY

Height options of 30”, 36”,
and 42” & base options for
the perfect fit

Easy assembly and
disassembly

Specially designed
table cart to store and
move your tables

FOR COLOR COMBINATIONS

See page 27
for available
iDesign Finishes

AC Ashville DOwntown - Ashville, NC

See page 28
for available
Swirl Finishes

See page 28
for available
Alulite Finishes
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XCube

XCube

Impress Your Guests

It’s time to rethink event spaces and bring your design vision to light. XCube
Tables™ utilize LED lighting to paint an event masterpiece. This modern
collection is available in an array of table top design options including
scratch-resistant laminate and seamless swirl.
FEATURES
• LED lights provide colorful lighting
• Rechargeable powered LED lighting
• Multiple size & height options
• Visit our website for more info
Westdrift Manhattan Beach, Autograph Collection - Manhattan Beach, CA

iDesign™ XCube

Swirl® XCube

DESIGN YOUR OWN TABLE
See iDesign options on page 27
& Swirl options on page 28
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Renaissance Plano Legacy West - Plano, Texas

Renaissance Dallas - Dallas ,TX
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Weathered Char/Iron

JW Marriott Austin - Austin, TX

5th Ave Elm/Bronze

Beautiful Buffets

Contemporary buffets call for flexible furnishings in your lobby and event spaces. Our Nesting Tables
feature architectural legs that offer a high-end residential feel. With its discreet casters you can
effortlessly mobilize your buffets and breakout stations. Functional yet attractive, these tables make a
bold statement when used together or as stand-alone furniture pieces.

FEATURES
NESTING

EASY MOBILITY

PROTECTION

Convenient nesting allows
for an array of setups

Heavy duty swivel casters
that are discretely hidden
from view

Leg bumpers provide
protection from
dings and scratches

DESIGN YOUR OWN TABLE
See Synergy Nesting options on page 27

The Westin Lake Las Vegas Resort & Spa - Las Vegas, NV
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A Legacy of Strength

Known as the workhorse of the industry, Alulite Tables® have
been proven for over 40 years to be durable, reliable, and
versatile. Perfect for indoors or out, they are crafted from
aircraft–grade aluminum extrusions and are 100% recyclable.

FEATURES

Southern Arkansas University - Magnolia, AR

20% Lighter

Unmatched Quality

High Strength

Lighter than
“lightweight” plastic
tables

Aircraft-grade
aluminum will not
warp or crack

Longer lasting and stronger
than your average
plastic & wood tables

DESIGN YOUR OWN TABLE
See Alulite options on page 28

Tulsa Tech Center - Broken Bow, OK

Summit at Central Park - Grand Prairie, TX
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Frame 1

Frame 2

• Rolled Towel Capacity :

30

• Rolled Towel Capacity :

45

• Folded Towel Capacity :

23

• Folded Towel Capacity :

37

Perfect Pool Partner
We are proud to unveil Southern Aluminum’s latest innovation, the elegant Towel Cabana. Crafted from
our aircraft-grade aluminum and weather-resistant SurLast® fabric and handsome wicker basket, this is
the perfect accessory to add prestige and functionality to your poolside area.
FEATURES
MOBILITY

WICKER BASKET

SurLast® Fabric

DURABILITY

Scalloped Roof

Straight Edge

The Towel Cabana rolls
easily on non-corrosive
casters that lock in place for
added stability

Durable wicker basket is
designed to safely store
used towels.

Skirt is made from an allweather marine grade fabric
that is highly UV, mildew,
mold & water resistant.

Durable powder coated
finish is made to endure
season after season

COLOR OPTIONS
See Towel Cabana options on page 28
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Lincoln Park Zoo - Chicago, IL

Aveda Institute - Dallas, TX

Perfect for All Seasons

Outfit your outdoor space with Southern Piknik , a staple for communal
gatherings. Built to weather any element or climate, these aircraft-grade
aluminum picnic tables won’t warp, dent, or rust. Featuring a 12” wide
contoured seat to provide hours of comfort while at the park, playground,
or pool.
®

FEATURES
• 12” contoured seating for more comfort
• Variety of shapes, sizes, and accessories
• Aircraft-grade aluminum doesn’t rust

Lifetime of Flawless Performance

Perform on the industry’s highest quality portable staging, Alulite Stages®.
Our aircraft-grade aluminum staging supports an astounding 250 lbs. per
square foot and is available in both non-skid finish and carpet. Even after
exposure to blistering sun and torrential downpours, Alulite Stages® show no
signs of fading or deterioration.

FEATURES
• Tool-free assembly
• Available in non-skid finish or carpet

• Lil’ Piknik tables available for children

• Accessories available including
stairs and railing

• Visit our website for more info

• Variety of heights and sizes
• Casters available for the perfect cart
• Visit our website for more info

23
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Driven by Performance

Protect your investment with GHD Table Trucks. Simply stack your
Southern Aluminum tables on the truck platform for safe transport to
your storage space. This cart rides on heavy duty casters for ease of
maneuvering and parking.

FEATURES
• Inclined bed eases loading process & safely contains tables
• Designed to avoid damage caused by conventional carts
• Casters swivel to create easy mobility & parking
• Ramps on round table trucks provide easy loading & unloading

23
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Table Finishes

*Printed colors may vary from the actual product. To confirm/ensure your design needs, call for color samples.

T2/iDesign Options

Swirl Options

Laminate Options

Perimeter/Leg Options

Available for T2 Tables, iDesign Tables, KnockDown Pedestals, XCube Tables

Oiled
Soapstone

Sterling
Ash

Mangalore
Mango

Asian
Night

Florence
Walnut

Platinum

Silver

Swirl Finishes

Available for Swirl Tables, KnockDown Pedestals, & XCube Tables

Graphite

Satin

Bahma
Blue

Copper

New Penny

Tucson

Non Swirl

Leg Color

Black

Platinum
Buffet Riser
ONLY

Swirl Leg Options

5th Ave Elm

Skyline
Walnut

Xanadu

Weathered
Char

Studio
Teak

Walnut

Premium laminates are priced higher than standard laminates.

Roman II

Visit www.wilsonart.com or www.formica.com for all available laminate options.

T2 Leg Option

Black

iDesign Leg Option

Individual
Folding

H Style

A Style

Spandex Skirting
Available Colors

Roman II

Roman II

Individual
Folding

H Style

I Leg

A Style

MIX Mobile Bar Finishes

Mangalore
Mango

Skyline
Walnut

White

Silver Gray

Vegas Gold

Old Gold

Lt. Gold

School Gold

Orange

Red

Chocolate

Navy

Purple

Columbia
Blue

Royal

Kelly

Dark Green

Black

Alulite Options

Weathered
Char

Alulite Leg Options

Available Finishes

Synergy Nesting Tables

Matte
Silver

Laminate Options

Walnut

Desert
Tan

Salt &
Pepper

Leg Color

Black

Roman II

Oiled
Soapstone

Asian
Night

Mangalore
Mango

Cardinal

5th Ave Elm

Premium laminates are priced higher than standard laminates.
Visit www.wilsonart.com or www.formica.com for all available laminate options.

Skyline
Walnut

Weathered
Char

Wishbone

Individual
Folding

H Style

Towel Cabana
Available Colors

Leg Finishes
Black
Chrome

27

Nickel

Iron

Lt. Grey

Admiral Navy

Forest

Sand

Scarlet

Navy Weave

Bronze
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The Linenless Table Company

800.221.0408
sales@southernaluminum.com
www.southernaluminum.com
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